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ic Knowledge and 

A category are sampled within each tier 

based on NRC revisions. The final SO exam must 
0-only exam must total 25 points. 

ystems and evolutions; avoid selecting more than twoar 
iven system or evolution unless they relate to plant-specific 

as are not applicable to the category/tier. 
WAS in Tiers 1 and 2 shall be selected from Section 2 of the K/A 

pics' importance ratings (IR) forth 
tals for each system and category 

Enter the groi~p and tier totals for each category in the 
I I  the SRO-only knowledge and n m A 2  ability categories in 

the cohtit is labeled " K  and "A," Use duplicate pages for KO and SRO-only exams. 
For Tier 2. enter the Ki.4 numbers. descriptions, importance ratings. and point totals 
on Form ES-401-.3. 
Refer to ES.401, Attachment 2: for guidance regarding the elimination of 

8. 

3. 
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I ES-401 Record of Rejected WAS Form ES-401-6’ 

Randomly 
Selected WA 

00001 1 G2.4.49 

000025,442.06 

000057 G2.1.14 

000065 62.1.14 

003 G 2.1.14 

2.2.19 

2.4.36 

G 2.4.50 

Reason for Rejection 

Could not write operationally valid SRO level of responsibility 
question on this KA and are no immediate actions in €-I. Randomly 
swapped to EA2.14 

Could not write operationally valid SRO level of responsibility 
question on this KA. RO level of knowledge. Randomly swapped to 
000027 AA2.15 

Could not write operationally valid SRO level of responsibility 
question on this KA. Randomly swapped to AA2.19 

Could not write operationally valid Sa0 level of responsibility 
question on this KA. Randomly swapped to AA2.06 

Could not write operationally valid SRO level of responsibility 
question on this KA. Randomly swapped to A2.01 

The process under question is changing rapidly and would be very 
difficult psychometrically sound question at SRO level. 
This KA was randomly swapped to 2.2.22. 
Not SRO JTA applicable. 
Could not write operationally valid §RO level of responsibility 
question on this KA. Randomly swapped to 2.4.44 

Deselected by [ead examiner. G 2.4.50 not lOCFR55.43 reselected 
W E  10 EA 2.1 
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